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Off Topic: New Home Office Release by Ludovico
Einaudi

13/05/2020

The majority of our colleagues:inside are currently still in the
home office - and good sound accompanies us :). To match
this, Piano Grandmaster Ludovico Einaudi has released a
wonderful new album - with the fitting title: "12 Songs From
Home". Because we think it's so wonderful, here's the link
(you can listen to it on YouTube, among others) 12 songs
from home by Ludovico Einaudi (YouTube) The Italian pianist
and composer Ludovico Einaudi has made 12 new
recordings available to the world, all of which were recorded
on his own piano in one evening during the Italian lockdown
at home. Einaudi decided to record his "12 Songs From
Home", which was digitally released on 8 May, after being
forced to postpone his tour due to coronavirus cancellations.
The composer explained: "I recorded 12 Songs From Home
between March and April 2020, at the height of Italy's
closure," the composer said. In March, I started to play live
concerts regularly via social media. "Turning on my phone to
connect to the world for 30-40 minutes was a nice and
intimate alternative to the spring tour, which I unfortunately
had to postpone. This new release is the memory of those
live concerts at home, my memory of that time, the memory of
a strange and new atmosphere that we will never forget".  
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